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Abstract 
Combining classifiers by majority voting (MV) has 
recently emerged as an effective way of improving 
performance of individual classifiers. However, the 
usefulness of applying MV is not always observed and 
is subject to distribution of classification outputs in a 
multiple classifier system (MCS). Evaluation of MV 
errors (MVE) for all combinations of classifiers in MCS 
is a complex process of exponential complexity. 
Reduction of this complexity can be achieved provided 
the explicit relationship between MVE and any other 
less complex function operating on classifier outputs is 
found. Diversity measures operating on binary 
classification outputs (correct/incorrect) are studied in 
this paper as potential candidates for such functions. 
Their correlation with MVE, interpreted as the quality 
of a measure, is thoroughly investigated using artificial 
and real-world datasets. Moreover, we propose new 
diversity measure efficiently exploiting information 
coming from the whole MCS, rather than its part, for 
which it is applied.  
1. Introduction 
An increasing scientific effort dedicated to pattern 
recognition problems is currently directed to combining 
classifiers. For a number of applications, combining 
classifiers has been shown to outperform the traditional 
single-best classifier approach [1-7]. According to the 
current state of knowledge there are two main factors 
deciding about the performance of MCS. Individual 
performances of classifiers are one of these factors but 
they are not sufficient for evaluation of MCS 
performance. Inadequate character of taking only 
individual performances as an indicator of the effective 
combination has been already confirmed in [6], which 
agrees with the results of [7] and many more related 
publications reviewed in [1] and [2]. It turned out that 
specific dependencies among classifier outputs strongly 
influence MCS performance and thus have to be taken 
into account in addition to individual performances of 
classifiers [6]. Capturing the precise formula describing 
the impact of these two factors on MCS performance is 
usually very difficult and is subject to combination 
methods used.  
Majority voting is one of the simplest combining 
methods operating on binary classification outputs 
(correct/incorrect) [8-12]. However, quite often its 
performance turned out to be comparable with more 
advanced combiners [5,13,15]. Moreover, the simplicity 
of MV can be efficiently exploited in many ways. 
Specifically, it can be applied for a large number of 
classifiers, which using more advanced combination 
method would inevitably lead to intractability. MV can 
also be easily used at different levels of hierarchical 
structure, which as it was illustrated in [12], offers 
further potential reduction of MVE. These features 
make MV quite an attractive combination method. 
Despite the simplicity of MV itself, at certain stage, the 
problem of complexity may arise anyway. This is the 
case when a subset of classifiers to be combined is to be 
selected in some optimal way from a larger pool of 
classifiers. Such selection involves a searching 
procedure, which in the simplest form is of the 
exponential complexity. For such cases, the possible 
solution is to model the MV behaviour by means of less 
complex function operating on classifier outputs. 
Essentially, the aim is to find a function simpler than 
MV but still well correlated with MV performance. The 
diversity measures are primary candidates for this 
purpose.  
Diversity among classifiers is the notion describing the 
level to which classifiers vary in data representation, 
concepts, strategy etc. Consequently, this should be 
reflected in different classifiers making errors for 
different data samples. As shown in many papers, such 
phenomenon of disagreement to errors is highly 
beneficial for MV [16,17] and combining purposes in 
general [18-20]. The measures of the diversity cover a 
large variety of statistical measures including 
correlation, similarity, disagreement, and many others 
[17,21]. For MV purposes, only diversity measures 
operating on binary classification outputs remain under 
the scope of considerations in this paper. They may 
potentially provide information whether classifiers are 
worth combining or not, obtained at lower 
computational cost. The relevance of such decision is 
subject to the relationship between MVE and the 
diversity measure. The quality of such relationship can 
be evaluated by means of the correlation coefficient 
calculated between the two functions. 
The analysis of the correlation between MVE and 
various diversity measures reported in the literature is 
the main issue studied in this work. For this purpose, we 
design a new diversity measure, optimised for the use 
with MV combiner, which exploits the whole 
information space provided by the classifier outputs. 
The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. In 
section 2, the theoretical foundations of MV and its 
errors are briefly presented. Next section provides the 
description of pairwise and non-pairwise diversity 
measures operating on binary classifier outputs. Section 
4 provides experimental results highlighting the degrees 
of correlation between MVE and presented diversity 
measures obtained for several standard datasets and 
classifiers, followed by thorough interpretation of the 
results. Finally, conclusions including discussion and 
suggestions for applications are given in section 5. 
2. Majority voting errors 
Majority voting is a simple combination method 
operating on binary inputs (1-correct/0-incorrect). It can 
be applied practically for any classifiers as their outputs 
can always be mapped, if necessary, to the binary 
representation. Given a system of M  classifiers: 
}D,...,{DD M1= , let M1,...,jN1,...,i)(y j ==ix  
denote the output of the jth classifier for the ith 
multidimensional input sample ix . Given the binary 
outputs from M  classifiers for a single input sample, 
the decision of MV MViy  can be obtained according to 
the following formula: 
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A more detailed definition of MV including the 
rejection rule observed for 2/M)(yM1j j =∑ = ix  when M  
is even can be found in [9]. However, this work is not 
concerned with a detailed study of MV itself and in 
further analysis, without any loss of generality, we 
assume odd M . In [12] we carried out an extensive 
analysis of MV errors and its limits. We summarise 
briefly its relevant findings. Let Z  refer to the discrete 
error distribution (DED) built on the outputs from MCS 
and defined as: 
]z,...,z,z[ M10=Z  (2) 
where )M,...,0j(z j =  denotes the ratio of the number 
of samples misclassified by exactly j  classifiers to the 
total number of samples. Given (2) the error of majority 
voting (MVE) can be defined as: 
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For the fixed mean classifier error e , MVE can be 
decreased by conditional extension of MCS by a pair of 
classifiers. For a given number of classifiers the MVE 
can vary substantially, which is subject to a distribution 
of individual errors over the input dataset. The limits of 
achievable MVE correspond to the specific patterns of 
boundary error distribution [12] and for given e  can be 
expressed by: 
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This work is concerned with the possibility of modelling 
the specific dependencies among the outputs of 
classifiers in order to establish a reliable relationship 
with MVE while having significantly reduced 
complexity associated with evaluation of all 
combinations of classifiers in MCS. 
3. Diversity measures 
Diversity among classifiers is the notion describing the 
level to which classifiers vary in data representation, 
concepts, strategy etc. That way perceived multi-
dimensional diversity has many faces but its effects 
observed at the outputs of classifiers are the same: 
occurrences of errors for different input data. Reflection 
of this fact can be found in a number of definitions of 
the diversity measures, the core of which is usually a 
simple disagreement rule [17]. The phenomenon of 
disagreement to errors was shown to improve 
combining performance [16-20]. Majority voting is not 
the exception to this rule, conversely, as it was shown in 
[16,17] it benefits explicitly from classifiers 
disagreement to errors. Most of the diversity measures 
presented in this paper has already been studied for 
artificial data by Kuncheva in [17]. In this work, we 
investigate an extended number of diversity measures 
applied to a number of real-world datasets and using 
realistic classifiers. 
3.1. Pairwise diversity measures 
Diversity measure starts to be meaningful if it is applied 
for a group of the minimum of two classifiers. In the 
simplest case, a measure can be applied for examining 
diversity between exactly two classifiers. Such 
measures are usually referred to as pairwise diversity 
measures (PDM). For more than two classifiers, PDM is 
typically obtained by averaging the PDM’s calculated 
for all pairs of classifiers from the considered pool of 
classifiers. A strong point of such measures is 
substantially reduced system complexity (quadratic 
order). However, simplicity of PDM’s is achieved for 
the price of vaguer relationship with MVE if applied for 
a group of more than two classifiers. This is due to 
applying averaging by which the information about 
error coincidences for more than two classifiers is lost. 
For simplicity, we introduce the following notation for 
PDM. We consider a system of M  parallely voting 
classifiers: }D,...,{DD M1=  producing binary outputs 
(1-correct, 0-incorrect) for each of N  input samples 
N)1,...,(i =ix . Let {0,1,*}ba,N ab =  denote a number 
of input samples, for which the considered pair of 
classifiers produce sequence of outputs: b}{a, . The star 
denotes any of the outputs: 1or0* = . Note that 
**NN = . 
The correlation measure ρ  
The correlation measure between two classifiers }c,c{ ji  
is probably the most intuitive and can by calculated by: 
0*1**0*1
10010011
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=  (5) 
Please notice that the measure is symmetrical with 
respect to the change of outputs: 10 ↔ . 
Product-moment correlation measure r  
This measure was used by Sharkey and Sharkey[16] as 
a guidance for selection of the most diverse neural 
network classifiers. Adopting this measure to the binary 
representation of errors it can be defined by: 
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The Q statistics 
Q statistics was used by Kuncheva[17] for assessing the 
level and sign of dependency between a pair of 
classifiers with binary outputs, where –1 means full 
negative dependence, +1 full positive dependence. The 
measure is defined by: 
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This measure is also symmetrical with respect to the 
change of outputs: 10 ↔ . 
The disagreement measure S  
The disagreement measure was used by Skalak[22] to 
determine the diversity between two classifiers in a 
form of a ratio between the number of samples for 
which classifiers disagreed, to the total number of 
observations. This can be written as:  
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This measure is symmetrical with respect to the change 
of outputs: 10 ↔ . 
The double-fault measure F  
The measure was used by Giacinto and Roli[23] to 
create a matrix of pairwise dependencies used for 
selecting the least related classifiers. The measure 
estimates the probability of coincident errors for a pair 
of classifiers, which is: 
N
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3.2. Non-pairwise diversity measures 
Pairwise diversity measures if applied for more than two 
classifiers, suffer from loosing some information about 
error relations. Non-pairwise diversity measures (NDM) 
try to avoid this disadvantage by using different 
representations based on the whole group of classifiers 
for which it is applied. From informational point of 
view, if NDM is applied for the whole MCS it uses the 
complete available information coming from the outputs 
of individual classifiers. However, if not, there is still 
unexploited information given in a form of outputs from 
unexamined classifiers but still describing the same 
dataset and therefore indirectly related to the examined 
classifiers. To the best knowledge of the authors, there 
is no evidence in the literature of including this 
additional information into the definition of any 
diversity measure. 
For simplicity, we introduce the following notation for 
NDM. We consider a system of M  parallely voting 
classifiers: }D,...,{DD M1=  producing binary outputs 
(1-correct, 0-incorrect) for each of N  input samples 
N)1,...,(i =ix . Let )(m ix  denote the number of 
classifiers producing error for the input sample ix . It 
can be expressed by:  
∑−= =M1j ji,yM)m( ix  (10) 
where j,iy  is the binary output (1-correct, 0-incorrect) 
from the jth classifier for the ith input sample. Let e  
denote the mean classifier error defined as: 
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The entropy measure H  
This measure was used by Kuncheva[17] and shows the 
level of disagreement of outputs from a set of 
classifiers: 
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The entropy measure becomes maximal: 1H =  for the 
highest disagreement, which is the case of observing 
 2/M  votes with identical value (0 or 1) and  
 2/MM −  with the alternative value. The lowest 
entropy 0H =  is observed if all classifier outputs are 
identical. This measure is symmetrical with respect to 
change of outputs: 10 ↔ . 
The measure of “difficulty” θ  
This measure originates from a study of Hansen and 
Salomon[24] and was developed by Kuncheva and 
Whitaker[17] for the case of binary classification 
outputs. Given the set of M  classifiers, the measure is 
built on the basis of discrete error distribution Z  
defined in (2). Namely, it measures the variance of Z , 
which can be defined as: 
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M
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The measure of difficulty is symmetrical with respect to 
the change of outputs: 10 ↔ .  
Kohavi-Wolpert variance KW  
This measure follows the similar strategy as the measure 
of difficulty. Namely, it measures the average variance 
from binomial distributions of outputs for each classifier 
[25]. The measure can be simply calculated by:  
( ) ( )( )[ ]∑ −=
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It can be shown that for independent classifiers: 
MKW = , which derives from the definition of 
variance for joint binomial distribution. This measure is 
symmetrical with respect to the change of outputs: 
10 ↔ . 
Interrated agreement measure κ  
This measure was developed in [26] to measure the 
level of agreement while correcting the chance (see [26] 
for details). Using the notation presented above it can be 
expressed by: 
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This measure is symmetrical with respect to the change 
of outputs: 10 ↔ . 
The measure of “fault majority” ω  
This idea of this diversity measure was inspired by the 
work of Kuncheva[17], and it extends the notion of 
discrete error distribution introduced by Ruta and 
Gabrys[12]. Let a pool of M  classifiers be described by 
a discrete error distribution Z  defined in (2). 
Distribution Z  describes the system of classifiers as a 
whole and can provide diversity measure itself (like 
difficulty measure). However, in this form Z  calculated 
for the whole pool of classifiers can not be exploited for 
description of subsets of classifiers forming MCS, and 
needs to be recalculated which implies the 
computational complexity of the same order as 
examining exhaustively MVE.  
This disadvantage can be eliminated by introducing 
partial discrete error distributions (PDED). Such 
distributions could be assigned individually to each 
classifier referring to the degree to which different 
classifiers participate separately in different levels of 
Z . Description of the MCS takes then the form of a set 
of M  PDED’s iZ , which can be defined by: 
]z,...,[z Mi,i,0=iZ  (16) 
The components ji,z  of PDED iZ  denote the 
normalised number of cases, in which the thi  classifier 
was among j  classifiers being in error over validation 
set. This can be expressed formally as: 
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 Such representation preserves specificities of individual 
classifiers, but still allows to reconstruct DED Z  by 
simple aggregation: ∑= =M1i /MiZZ . The complexity of 
such a system is kept at the low quadratic level. 
Similarly to pairwise diversity measures, PDED’s once 
calculated can be used for the description of any subset 
of classifiers from MCS. However, unlike for other 
NDM, described in (12)-(15) the components ji,z  
contain information about interactions of the thi  
classifier with all remaining classifiers from the whole 
pool of classifiers. An example of DED decomposed 
into 18 PDED’s is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  DED decomposed into individual PDED’s corresponding to 
18 different linear and nonlinear classifiers. The results have been 
obtained for the Liver dataset from UCI repository. 
Representation of error relations within the system by 
means of PDED’s offers a variety of potential diversity 
measures, which can be based on shape analysis or local 
minimisation of different PDED's. A strong point of this 
approach is that the design of the diversity measure can 
be flexibly adjusted to take into account the 
combination method used. For MV combiner, the 
crucial fact that needs to be taken into account is the 
decision boundary at   12/L −  where ML ≤  denotes 
the number of classifiers in the examined subset from a 
pool of M  classifiers. One of the simplest measures 
exploiting this fact can be associated with a sum of only 
those PDED components that could contribute to MVE 
for a considered subset of classifiers. Moreover, the sum 
should be calculated for the components coming from 
 2/L  locally best classifiers. By the locally best we 
mean the classifiers for which PDED components ji,z  
for a given j  are the smallest. Formally, the measure 
can be defined as follows: 
 
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where index *i  refers to the classifiers sorted according 
to their values of ji,z  for the fixed j . Note that errors 
contributing to DED levels below the MV threshold of  
 2/L  errors for the whole MCS will not influence the 
measure as they surely will not produce MVE for any 
subset of classifiers. Moreover, the measure examines 
 2/L  locally best rather than all classifiers in the 
subset although at different levels different classifiers 
from the subset may contribute to the measure. 
4. Experiments 
The experiments have been performed with several 
standard datasets from UCI repository. Each dataset was 
randomly split into 3 equal subsets and used as training, 
validation and testing set respectively. Short description 
of considered datasets is shown in Table 1: 
Datasets #cases #feat #class 
Iris 150 4 3 
Biomed 194 5 2 
Diabetes 768 8 2 
Wine 178 13 3 
Liver 345 6 2 
Cancer 569 30 2 
Vehicle 846 18 4 
Ionosphere 351 34 2 
Phoneme 5404 5 2 
Satimage 6435 36 6 
Table 1.  The parameters of considered datasets. 
Using a mixture of 15 different linear and non-linear 
classifiers trained on the training sets, binary matrixes 
of outputs (BMO) have been generated from hardened 
classification outputs obtained over validation set. This 
procedure was repeated for each dataset until BMO 
reached the size of 5000 instances. Given classification 
outputs in the form of BMO all analysed diversity 
measures have been examined for all k-element 
k={3,5,…,13} combinations from a pool of 15 
classifiers. The relationship between DM and MVE has 
been evaluated by means of correlation coefficients 
calculated for series of k-elements combinations for 
each dataset. Complete results for the groups of three 
classifiers are shown in Table 2. This is accompanied by 
the evolution of correlation coefficients for increasing 
number of classifiers in the examined groups, shown for 
the Cancer dataset in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  Cancer dataset. Evolution of correlation coefficients 
between analysed DM’s and MVE for the groups of 3,5,…,13 
classifiers.  
The results very clearly show the outstanding 
performance of the non-pairwise measure of “fault 
majority”. The only measure that holds comparable 
performance is the pairwise double-fault measure. The 
common feature that differs AVF  and ω  from the rest of 
other measures (excluding AVr ) is the fact that they are 
non-symmetrical with respect to the change of outputs 
10 ↔ . Moreover, their definitions (9), (17) reflect an 
increased emphasis put on measuring error coincidences 
instead of a disagreement influenced equally by errors 
and correct outputs. To support our findings, we 
compare graphically relationships of AVF , ω  and a 
typical measure of disagreement: Q statistics, with 
MVE. This is shown in Figure 3. In the view of the 
above, coincidences of errors tend to model MVE better 
than disagreement of classifier outputs, which stays with 
the agreement to definition of MVE and its behaviour 
presented in [12]. What is more, Figure 3 also illustrates 
that “fault majority” measure tends to cope better with 
increasing number of classifiers than other diversity 
measures. This phenomenon can be explained by both, 
the strength of a fuller representation of the properly 
designed non-pairwise measure and an improved 
exploitation of the total information given by the 
outputs of all individual classifiers.   
 
Average Pairwise DM Non-pairwise DM 
 
ρAV rAV SAV FAV QAV θ H κ KW ω 
Iris -0.12 -0.08 0.44 0.80 -0.28 -0.56 0.44 0.01 0.44 0.93 
Biomed -0.32 -0.28 0.47 0.70 -0.46 -0.58 0.47 -0.29 0.47 0.92 
Diabetes -0.61 -0.59 0.62 -0.39 -0.59 -0.64 0.62 -0.59 0.62 0.66 
Wine -0.52 -0.39 0.68 0.94 -0.56 -0.67 0.68 -0.39 0.68 0.96 
Liver -0.04 0.04 0.08 0.30 -0.03 -0.19 0.08 -0.04 0.08 0.72 
Cancer 0.34 0.41 0.27 0.93 -0.18 -0.44 0.27 0.44 0.27 0.88 
Vehicle -0.61 0.06 0.71 0.94 -0.69 -0.79 0.71 -0.50 0.71 0.98 
Ionosphere 0.34 0.50 0.18 0.95 0.09 -0.48 0.18 0.30 0.18 0.96 
Phoneme 0.50 0.51 -0.47 0.59 0.35 0.35 -0.51 0.51 -0.47 0.52 
Satimage 0.00 0.08 0.16 0.68 -0.20 -0.35 0.16 0.04 0.16 0.91 
MEAN -0.10 0.03 0.31 0.64 -0.26 -0.44 0.31 -0.05 0.31 0.85 
Table 2.  Correlation coefficients between analysed diversity measures and majority voting error obtained for 10 standard datasets using groups of 3 
out of 15 linear and non-linear classifiers. 
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Figure 3.  Iris dataset. Relationship between majority voting error and 3 diversity measures: Double-fault; Fault majority; Q statistics, for all 
combinations of 3 and 5 classifiers from 15 classifiers available in the complete pool of classifiers. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we studied relationship between majority 
voting errors and diversity measures operating on binary 
classifier outputs. A number of pairwise and non-
pairwise measures have been presented and examined 
for 10 standard datasets using 15 common linear and 
non-linear classifiers. Furthermore, we have developed 
an original diversity measure based on the discrete error 
distributions. The “fault majority” measure ( ω ) was 
designed with an explicit relation to the majority voting 
included in its definition and incorporating information 
coming from all the classifiers in a pool, even when 
only a subset was examined. Extensive experimental 
results showed the newly proposed non-pairwise 
diversity measure ω  and the pairwise diversity measure 
AVF  to be the most consistently and highly correlated 
with majority vote error MVE, with ω  outperforming 
the other measures for 8 out of 10 datasets and coming 
close second behind AVF  for the remaining 2 datasets. 
The strength of both measures has been identified as 
coming from asymmetry of their definitions with 
respect to the classifier outputs and greater emphasis put 
on measuring coincidences of errors. The disagreement 
evident in the definitions of the majority of the other 
measures and reflected by the symmetry of these 
measures with respect to the change of classifier outputs 
turned out to be inadequate for majority voting applied 
for realistic datasets. This was also the case for Q 
statistics, which as shown in [17] performed well for 
artificial data generated by similarly performing 
classifiers covering wide range of diversity. Another 
interesting phenomenon observed was an increased 
resistance of ω  measure from deteriorating with 
increasing number of classifiers examined. This fact 
was also explained as the result of improved 
information exploitation, which comes in addition to a 
more appropriate representation of the properly 
designed non-pairwise diversity measure. The presented 
results allow considering ω  and AVF  as recommended 
diversity measures when MV is used for combining 
classifiers. For other fusion methods the performance of 
FM measure is questionable, as it has been designed to 
work particularly well with the majority vote combiner. 
Potential good correlation between FM in its form given 
in this paper and other combiners would mean that 
MVE itself could be used as a good non-pairwise 
diversity measure for other combining methods.  
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